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A1)

A continuous time Markov sickness and death model has four states:
H : Healthy
S : Sick
T : Terminally Ill
D : Dead
From a healthy state the transitions are possible to states S and D, each at the rate of 0.05 per
year. A sick person recovers his health at the rate of 1.0 per year; other possible transitions
are to D and T, each with a rate of 0.1 per year. Only one transition is possible from the
terminally ill state; and that is to state D with transition rate of 0.4 per year.
(i) Let P(t) = {pij(t): i,j ? H, S, T, D} where denotes pij(t) the probability of being in state j at
time t given that the individual was in state i at time 0. State the Kolmogrov Forward
Equation satisfied by the matrix P(t), making sure that you specify the entries of the matrix
(5)
A which appears as a part of the solution.

(ii) Calculate the probability of being healthy for at least 10 uninterrupted years given that you
are healthy now.

(2)

(iii) Let dj denote the probability that a life, which is currently in state j, will never suffer
1 1
terminal illness. By considering the first transition from state H, show that d H ? ? d S
2 2
1 5
and deduce similarly that d S ?
? d H . Hence, evaluate dH and dS .
(8)
12 6
(iv) Write down the expected duration of a terminal illness, starting from the moment of first
transition in to state T. Use the result of part iii to deduce the expectation of the future time
spent terminally ill by an individual who is currently healthy.
(5)
[20]
A2)

Anil is currently in level 1 and is collecting Pokemon cards, which are given away free with
éclairs packets. There are 50 different cards in the series and each éclairs packet contains one
card, with each card being equally likely.

(i) Describe how the situation can be modeled as a Markov Process

(3)

(ii) Calculate the expected number of éclairs packet that Anil has to buy until a complete set of
50 cards is obtained.
n
1
Note that you may use the approximation: ? ? ln n ? 0.5771
(4)
k ?1 k
(iii) How would you modify the model in part (i) if each éclairs contained two different cards?
(3)
[10]
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A motor insurer operates a no – claims discount system that has 5 levels. The percentage of
the basic premium paid by the insured in each level is as follows:
Level
5
4
3
2
1

Percentage premium charged
100
90
80
70
60

Insured motorists move between levels depending on the number of claims in the previous
year. For each policyholder, the number of claims per year follows a Poisson distribution
with a mean of 0.25.
For those in levels 2, 3, 4 and 5 at the start of the previous year:
? If no claims are made during the previous year, the insured moves down one level (e.g.
from Level 4 to level 3)
? If one claim is made during the previous year, the insured moves up one level (except
those in level 5 at the start of the previous year, who will remain in Leve l 5)
? If two claims are made during the previous year, the insured moves up two levels (except
those in Level 5 at the start of the previous year, who will remain in Level 5 and those in
Level 4 will move to Level 5)
? If three of more claims are made during the previous year, the insured moves to Level 5
For those in Level 1 at the start of the previous year, a no claims discount protection policy
applies whereby they remain in Level 1 if they make one claim. If they make two claims,
they move to Level 2. If they make 3 or more claims, they move to Level 5. If they make no
claims, they remain in Level 1.
(i)

Determine the transition matrix for the no claims discount system (assuming that all
motorists continue their policy)
(4)

(ii)

A policyholder is in Level 3 for the 1st year of the policy. Assuming that the policy is
maintained, calculate the probability that at the start of the 3rd year the policyholder will be
a. In Level 1
b. In Level 3
(4)
Answer the following:
a. State the conditions under which the probability of being in a particular state after n
years (as n ? ? ) is independent of the initial state
b. Verify the conditions are satisfied in this instance
(10)
c. Determine the ultimate probability that the insured will be in Level 1
The insurer suspects that the model used for its calculations may be too simplistic. Given
annual data listing numbers of claims per policy, broken down by discount level, state which
test would be the most appropriate to test the assumption that the distribution of the number
of claims per policy per year is Poisson with mean 0.25.
(2)
[20]
***********

(iii)

(iv)
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